
Name: ___________________________________ Period: ______   Score:          /30 
American Revolution Folder Check Rubric  

Check each page for the listed items. Each box is worth ONE point. Circle any missing item. Highlight 

any item that is here but out of order. 

Page/Requirements:            

1. Table of Contents: Sheet is here ; Entries completed through #14 . 

2. Persia for the American Colonies: Sheet is here; entries in each section . 

3. Chart of the Original Colonies: Sheet is here; annotations appear on the page . 

4. The American Colonies, Background Information: Sheet is here . 

5. French and Indian War article: Sheet is here ; fully annotated . 

6. French and Indian War Notes: Sheet is here; is completely filled out ; summary is 

completed . There is a blue  stamp on the front  and a blue  Stamp by the summary . 

7. British Acts/Colonial Reactions Article:  sheet is here ; fully annotated . There is a blue  
stamp on this page . 

8. British Acts/Colonial Reactions “notes: Sheet is here ; entries in each section . There is a 

blue  stamp on this page . 

9. The Revolution Begins Notes: Sheet is here; is completely filled out, including summary . 

10. Timeline of Important Events and People Notes: Sheet is here; is completely  
filled out including summary . 

11. Primary Sources from 1775/1776: Sheet is here ; “Olive Branch Petition” is annotated . 

12. Major Battles Map: Sheet is here ; is highlighted correctly . 

13. British and American Strategies: Sheet is here ; is filled out completely . 

Total value:     /30 
 

 

 

How did you prepare for the folder check?          

               

Do you agree with the grade?  (Check one box)   Yes        No         

If you do not agree, explain:           

              

              

               

FRONT pocket: Only contains previous tests, 
folder rubrics, and DBQ Document packets. (-1) 
BACK pocket: Is completely empty. (-1) 

 


